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Abstract 
The bondage number b(G) of a graph G is the minimum cardinality of a set of edges of G whose 
removal from G results in a graph with domination number larger than that of G. Several new sharp 
upper bounds for b(G) are established. In addition, we present an infinite class of graphs each of 
whose bondage number is greater than its maximum degree plus one, thus showing a previously 
conjectured upper bound to be incorrect. 
1. Introduction 
For a vertex x in a graph G = (V, E), the closed neighborhood of x is the set N[x] 
consisting of x together with all the vertices of G adjacent to x. The set of neighbors of 
x is the open neighborhood N(x). AS V is a dominating set of G if A has a nonempty 
intersection with N [u] for each UE V. If, from among all dominating sets of G, A has 
minimum cardinality, we call A a y-set of G and its cardinality ( A 1 is the domination 
number y(G) of G. 
Comparing y(G) with y(H) when H is a spanning subgraph of G, it is immediate that 
y(H) cannot be less than y(G). Every connected graph G has a spanning tree T with 
y(G)= y(T) and so, in general, a graph will have nonempty sets of edges F 5 E for 
which y(G- F)= y(G). Such a set F will be called an inessential set of edges in G. 
However, many graphs also possess single edges e for which y(G - e) > y(G). In [4], the 
present authors give a structural characterization of the class of trees in which every 
single edge is inessential. 
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One measure of the stability of the domination number of G under edge removal is 
the bondage number b(G) defined in [3] (previously called the domination line-stability 
in Cl]). b(G) is the largest positive integer k so that every subset of edges F z E with 
1 F 1 = k - 1 is inessential. Fink et al. [3] established the bondage number of cycles, 
paths and complete multipartite graphs and showed that b(T) < 2 for any tree T. The 
previously mentioned result in [4] can thus be interpreted as a characterization of 
trees T with b(T)=2. 
Along with the exact values for b(G) computed in [3] several general upper bounds 
were also derived. In particular they proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1 (Bauwer et al. [l] and Fink et al. [3]). ZfG is any nonempty graph, then 
b(G) < uy71ig) @g(u) + degW - 1). 
In addition to this upper bound which was shown to be sharp, the authors made the 
following conjecture where A(G)=maxXEV deg(x). 
Conjecture 1.2 (Fink et al. [3]). If G is a nonempty graph, then b(G)<A(G)+ 1. 
As noted in [ 11, if F, is the set of edges incident to u, then Y(G - Fv) > y(G) unless it is 
the case that y(G- 0)=7(G)- 1. This tends to support Conjecture 1.2. Additional 
support to Conjecture 1.2 was given by Chvatal and Cook [a], where it is shown that 
b*(G)< A(G) where b*(G) (thefractional bondage number of G) is the linear program- 
ming relaxation of an integer linear program that gives the bondage number. 
In this paper we give several improvements to the bound of Theorem 1.1 and give 
a class of counterexamples to Conjecture 1.2. 
2. Upper bounds on b(G) 
We begin with an upper bound in the spirit of Theorem 1.1. Observe that if G is 
triangle-free then its value is the same as that given in Theorem 1.1. For ease of 
description, we let E(A, B) represents the set of edges of the form ab where UEA E V 
and bEBs V, and let e(A, B) denote the cardinality of E(A,B). 
Theorem 2.1. Zf G is a nonempty graph, then 
b(G) < min {deg(u)+e({x}, V-NCul)}. 
ueV, xeN(u) 
Proof. Let u be a vertex of G and x~N(u) achieve the minimum in the statement of the 
theorem. If F,= {uy 1 YEN(U)} then in the graph H=G-F,-E({x}, V-N[u]), u is an 
isolated vertex and all of the neighbors of x in H, if any, lie in NG(u). 
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If A is a y-set of H then ueA and A n N(u) # 4 since, in particular A must dominate 
x in H. However, A- {u} is a dominating set for G and so y(G)< 1 A 1 - 1. Hence, 
b(G)< lF,uE({x), V-N[u])I as claimed. 0 
A proof similar to that given for Theorem 2.1 can be used to show the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 2.2. b(G)<deg(u)+e({u}, V-N[u])f or every pair of non-adjacent vertices 
u and v in Gfor which y(G+uv)=y(G). 
Since deg(u) + e( {x}, V-N [u]) < deg(u) + deg(x) - 1, for any pair u, x of adjacent 
vertices, Theorem 1.1 can be seen to follow from Theorem 2.1. Any graph G with b(G) 
achieving the upper bound of Theorem 1.1 can thus be used to show that the bound of 
Theorem 2.1 is sharp. An example of a graph with many triangles and which achieves 
the upper bound of Theorem 2.1 is the complete r-partite graph K1, 2, 2, ,,, ,2. 
Our final upper bound for the bondage number of a graph G involves yet another 
invariant, the edge connectivity of G, which is the fewest number of edges whose 
removal from G creates at least two connected components. Note that the bondage 
number of any graph with edge connectivity two will then necessarily satisfy the 
bound in Conjecture 1.2. 
Theorem 2.3. If G has edge connectivity k, then b(G) < A(G) + k - 1. 
Proof. Let G be a graph with edge connectivity k and let E = (eI , e2, . . ., ek} be a set of 
edges whose removal disconnects G. Say e, =ab and let H, and Hb denote the 
components of G-E containing a and b, respectively. Let F, and F,, denote the edges 
of G incident with a and b, respectively. Assume b(G)> A(G)+ k- 1. Noting that 
IEl=k<b(G), we see that y(G)=y(H,)+y(Ht,). 
Since IF,uEI <degG(a)+k-l<A(G)+k-l<b(G),y(G)=y(H,-a)+l+y(H,). 
Similarly, since IlObuEl <degG(b)+k-l<A(G)+k-lcb(G), y(G)=y(H,)+ 
y(Hb-b)+ 1. However y(G)=y(H,-a)+ 1 +y(Ht,-b)+ 1. This is clearly a contradic- 
tion since y(G)<y(H,-a)+y(ab)+y(Hb-b). 0 
3. Counterexample to Conjecture 1.2 
Another class of examples for which the bound in Theorem 2.1 is exact are also 
counterexamples to Conjecture 1.2 as the next theorem shows. 
Theorem 3.1. For a positive integer n2 3, let G, be the Cartesian product K, x K,. 
b(G,)=3(n_l)=$A(G,). 
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Proof. We consider G, as an n x n array of vertices {Oij 1 1 < i <j < n} where for 
each 1 <j<n both Cj=(Vij, vzj, . . . , Unj} and Rj= {Vjl, 012, . . . , vj”} induce complete 
subgraphs. y(G,) = n and y(G, - Vii) = n - 1 for any i, j. An edge e is G, will be called 
a vertical or horizontal edge depending on whether it belongs to the induced subgraph 
(Cj) or (Rj), respectively, for some j. We now proceed by induction on n. 
First, observe that G, is regular of degree 2(n - 1) and if u and v are any two adjacent 
vertices in G,, then v has exactly n- 1 neighbors not in N[u]. Thus b(G,)<3(n- 1) 
from Theorem 2.1 and we need only show that if FcE(G,) with 1 F 1 = 3(n- l)- 1, 
then F is inessential. If H is a spanning subgraph of G,, we say vertex Uij is horizontally 
(vertically) full in H if uij dominates Ri (resp. Cj). We say Rj (resp. Cj) is full in H if the 
induced subgraph (Rj) (resp. (Cj)) of H is complete. 
Let n = 3, let F be any set of 5 edges from G3, and let H = G3 -F. Assume first that 
H has a vertex that is both horizontally and vertically full. We may assume it is v1 1. If 
{a 22, ~23, ~32, v33} induces a subgraph J of H having at least 2 edges, then J can be 
dominated using 2 vertices, which together with v1 1 gives a dominating set of H with 
cardinality 3. Thus assume J has at most 1 edge. If v12 and vi3 are both vertically full 
in H or if vzl and v31 are both horizontally full in H, then H has a y-set of size 3. Thus, 
we assume without loss of generality that v 21 is not horizontally full in H and hence 
vgl is full in H. However, the subgraph K of H induced by {q2, u13, vz2, vz3} can have 
only 1 edge. This contradiction establishes r(G3 -F) = 3 if any vertex of G3 - F has 
degree 4. 
Thus, we now assume that no vertex of H has degree 4 (i.e., is both horizontally and 
vertically full in H). If F has 2 horizontal (or 2 vertical) edges both incident with the same 
vertex, say v1 1, then RI (or C,) dominates H. Hence we may assume that F contains the 
edges zlll vi2 and vllvzl and the other 3 edges of F form a perfect matching with the 
remaining 6 vertices. It is now easy to check that vi 3 together with Via, where ~1~ 3 vi3 E F, 
and Viz, j#i, j#l, dominate H. Hence, y(G3-F)=3=y(G3) and b (G3)=6. 
For an arbitrary n > 3, assume b(G,) = 3(n- l), and let m = n + 1. Let F be any set of 
3(m-1)-1=3n-1edgesofG,=K,xK,andsetH=G,-FF.Ifm=4andtheedges 
of F form a perfect matching of G,, then we may assume that v1 lvl 2 E F. If in addition 
a13~14~F, then {Vet, u12, v13, v14} dominates H. Otherwise, v13Ui3EF and U14Uj4EF 
for some pair i, j. However, {vl 1, viz, Vi33 Ujd} dominates H. 
Thus, we assume that H has a vertex, say vll, that is both horizontally and 
vertically full. Let H, denote the subgraph of H obtained by deleting Ri and Cj from 
H. By induction 1 F n E(H 1 1 ) I B 3 (m - 2) or else H 1 1 has a y-set A of cardinality m - 1, 
and Au {vll } dominates H. From this it follows that all but one vertex of Rl are 
vertically full in H, all but one vertex of C1 are horizontally full in H and both (RI > 
and (C,) are complete. Note that the vertex from Rl that is not vertically full in H is 
incident with exactly one edge from F and a similar statement is true concerning Cr. 
Thus, all but one vertex from each of RI and C1 are horizontally and vertically full 
in H. Applying the same argument as was used on vll to each of these we arrive at 
m- 1 rows and m- 1 columns of G, that are full in H. It now follows that F has at 
most 2(m- 1) edges. This contradiction and induction completes the proof. q 
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Given the very special structure of the graphs K, x K, one might suspect that the 
presence of many relatively large cliques is an essential feature of any counterexample 
to Conjecture 1.2. However, even restricting one’s attention to bipartite graphs, it 
turns out that the conjecture is false as can be verified by considering the graph 
resulting from deleting three vertex disjoint 4-cycles from Ks, 6. This 4-regular graph 
has bondage number 6. 
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